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Abstract 

 

Towards the end of the 20th century, we have seen an improved interest among Statisticians and Computer 

engineers to explore and extract data from data sources, by considering time as standard of measurement. However, 

some of the techniques used remains the same as that used in conventional data mining. As in the case of 

traditional data base systems, in time series data systems too the methods employed in capturing, indexing, 

representing and storing the data remains as the key issue. In time series data mining the indexing problem become 

very critical under the noisy conditions. The indexing problem, however, both in noisy and non noise conditions 

have exploded the database size. In time series data analysis mathematical/statistical models, that provide 

descriptions for sample data, (like data collected on global warming, flood forecasting system etc) are used.  The 

method is also used to provide a statistical arrangement for describing  the nature of a continues stream of data that 

fluctuate in a random fashion with respect to the time. A time series can be further defined as a collection of 

random variables, indexed according to the order they have been extracted.  Hence we can assume a time series as 

a sequence of random variables t1,t2,t3,t4 …., where the random variables t1,t2 etc are the observed values with 

respect to the time.  It is already been proved that statistical methods such as moving average can be effectively 

used in smoothening data flow. Financial market, equity markets are essentially non-linear in nature. My  approach 

in predicting financial time series is tested in simulation  studies using non-linear models. It is shown to have a 

good success rate of correct forecasting. 
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1. Introduction 

In time series data mining, usually the values are 

observed and recorded at a regular intervals. Depending 

on the nature of data being observed, the time interval 

may be in seconds, hours, days, months, years etc. 

However, the sampled data may be irregular[1]. 

 

Popular cases of time series data is Bombay Stock 

exchange 30 share index (BSE Index – SENSEX), 

Jones Industrial Average, GDP, vehicle pollution level 

in a city over a period of time, and rain fall/snow fall 

pattern recorded over a long period of time. Another 

important area where information retrieval and time 

series data mining is employed, on a large scale is 

financial markets, such as equity market, credit market, 

banking and mutual fund industry. The data analysis in 

time series data systems are performed in two 

distinguished steps, as given in 2(i), 2(ii) [2]. 

2. Objectives of Time Series Analysis 

To device a probabilistic models which could describe 

the flow of the data in a continues stream with respect 

to the time. Various  parameters considered in the 

model can be estimated. Conduct trial runes of the 

model for correctness of the output. 

 

(i) Construction of a model that represents the behavior 

of the time series under consideration – It can be 

considered as a primary stage of the data preparation. 
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(ii) Use the model as discussed above to find the hidden 

relationship and predict (forecast) future values and 

trends[4].  

 

Graphical representation of data, is a very powerful and 

effective mechanism for the objects, events, patterns 

and concepts in many discipline of science, 

manufacturing, industry, sports, military, software 

industry etc.  Though the graphical representation of 

events and patterns are effective many operations in 

graphs are computation very costly.  For instance, 

computing of similarities in the up side movements and 

down side movements of stock market of two Asian 

countries at any given point time from the opening time 

of the markets, requires exponential computational 

power. In TSDM patterns are represented with the help 

of a new language called Time Series Knowledge 

Representation (TSKR). The TSKR has the following 

advantages. 

 

� Robustness 

� Expressivity 

� Comprehensibility 

 

The hidden patterns and there relationships are 

discovered with suitable algorithms from the individual 

item-set, which are interlinked. Human interaction is 

extensively employed for mining, analyze and till the 

validation of the intermediary results.  External 

interaction is continued till the beginning of further 

processing of these intermediary results[5,6].  

 

Time series some times has got regular pattern. In such 

cases a value of the time series should be a function of 

its previous values. Such time series are called linear 

time series. When, T is the target value under model 

framing and prediction. Tt is the value of T at time t. 

Here the goal is to create a model of the form:  

 

Tt = f(Tt-1, Tt-2, Tt-3, …, Tt-n) + et   (1) 

 

Tt-1, is the value of T for the first observation, Tt-2 is 

the value second observations, etc., In the expression 

(1) et denotes a noise that does not follow a per-defined  

pattern. It is known as random shock[7]. Data points  

occurring prior to the current observation is known as 

lag values. When a time series follows a regular pattern, 

then the value of Tt is generally related with Tt-cycle 

where, cycle denotes the number of observations in the 

regular cycle. For instance, weekly readings with 

respect to a monthly cycle often can be represented by  

 

Tt = f(Tt-12)     (2) 

 

The purpose of constructing a time series model is to 

build a model such that the deviation from the predicted 

value and the actual value is as negligible as possible. 

The fundamental difference between time series models 

and other similar types of models is that lag values of 

the target variable are used as predictor variables. 

However traditional models use external variables as 

predictors. In such case the concept of a lag value 

doesn’t arise. It is due to the fact that  the observations 

don’t reflects a chronological order[8].  

 

Fig 1. A Time series with run lengths. 

 

3. ARMA and modern types of models 

Conventionally, time series analysis, prediction and 

medaling uses Box-Jenkins ARMA (Auto-Regressive 

Moving Average) technique. The auto-regressive (AR) 

part of  ARMA predicts the target variable as a linear 

function of lag values. Moving average (MA) part 

effect the recent random shock values. Though the 

ARMA models are extensively used, there application 

is limited by the linear basis function[8,9].  

 

2.1. 4. Creations of  a time series and its 

subsiquent analysis 

4.1 Input variables 

 

When constructing a time series sequence, the input 

must contains values for one target variable and one or 

more variables under prediction. The input may consist 
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of values for a single variable. Let us consider the 

following example 

Table 1. The upward or downward movement of a share 

of a company in the stock market. 

 

Observation day  Observed value in Rs 

 

Day 1    111 

Day 2    116 

Day 3    113 

Day 4    119 

Day 5    119 

Day 6    121 

Day 7    123 

The time between observations are days closing 

values for seven continues working days of the 

exchange.  In financial markets the data may be missing 

due to general holidays and non-working periods due to 

computer system failures. 

Table 2. The movement of a share of a company in the 

stock market with missing values. 

 

Observation day  Observed value in Rs 

 

Day 1    111 

Day 2    116 

Day 3    113 

Day 4    119 

Day 5    ? Missing value 

Day 6    121 

Day 7    123 

5. Similarity identification 

Identifying the similarities in a set of selected data 

domain as mentioned in table 1 above, is the  

fundamental requirement for a successful time series  

data mining in the financial market. Unlike traditional 

databases, in time series data, the similarity is 

measured in numerical and continues nature. The same 

can be interpreted as an approximation technique also. 

similarity measure is typically carried out in an 

approximate manner. 

Let us take the stock market time series and a 

typical query to find out all stocks traded in  the market, 

which are having a similar (but non-linear) performance 

on a particular day of the month or week. 

Closing day behavior of the future and Option (F&O) 

index on a month wise.  In the Indian equity market the 

F&O closing is on the last Thursday of every month 

and they have been known as November series, 

December series etc. 

 

6. Intervention variables 

An unexpected event and a variation from the 

calculated flow of data occurring in a  time series is 

popularly called intervention. Such interventions may 

be caused due to an increase or decrease in interest 

rates, a natural calamity or an employee problem[10].  

Figure 2. Performance of (NIFTY-India), National 

stock exchange 100 share index. 

 

(Source, http://www.nseindia.com) – accessed on 

19/02/2013. 

 

7. Framing of rules for equity market 

 

A decision on share trading to buy or to sell, rise or fall, 

can be determined on the basis of pre-established rules, 

which are established on the basis of the relationships 

obtained through, the analysis of historical data 

(previous data). The historical data received are non-

volatile in nature. These  rules may be in the form of a 

group of conditional statements. 

  if <condition A>  
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   &  

  <condition B> 

    &  

  <condition C>  

   then 

  <decision> 

 

On the basis of the availability of an appropriate 

historical data values, a decision tree model can be 

constructed as mentioned above. It can be used to either 

validate a rule, or to generate new rules. 

 

Suppose that a decision is fitted using historical data. 

Each internal node in the tree is a test on one of the 

variables used to predict the outcome in the historical 

data. If the variable, say X1, takes 

 

continuous values, this test is either 

 

  (X1 >= VALUE) 

   or 

  (X1 < VALUE), 

 

where X1 and VALUE are determined by the algorithm 

that fits the decision tree. If the variable, say 

X2, can take one of m discrete values, this test is one of 

{(X2 = i)}, for i=1, 2, m, where X2 and i are chosen by 

the fitting algorithm. Leaf nodes contain the actions, eg. 

buy or sell. Thus tracing down the tree from the root to 

each leaf node will give a set of rules.  For example, 

historical data could be collected and a decision tree 

built to test the validity of the following rule[11]. 

 

"When the 10-day moving average crosses above the 

30-day moving average and both moving averages are 

increasing it is time to buy" 

 

9. Conclusion  and suggestions for future work 

 

In this paper, I am trying make an effort to review some 

mechanisms followed in the financial market for the 

prediction, based on time series data analysis. The 

research conducted here is insufficient for the practical 

implementation, as the same involves a very high 

amount of capital risk.  However, the priliminary study 

can be extended to its advanced stages. Representation 

and storage of time series data is still remaining as a 

major research area. 

 

10. Some applications of time series data 

mining: 

 

• Financial service sector: Share rates, trading risk 

analysis, Forward market analysis etc. 

 

• Data related with economic matters : Analysi of  gross 

Domestic Production - GDP, Consumer Price Indexes - 

CPI, Whole Sale Price indexes -  WPI,  Inflationary 

data analysis etc. 

 

• Very long term data analysis of scientific and 

environmental data: Rainfall, deforestation, climate 

variation, formation and disappearance of rivers etc. 

 

• Engineering and Pharmaceuticals : Brain mapping, 

DNA Decoding, VLSI analysis etc. 
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